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Order 

Vijith K. Malalgoda PC J 

The accused-appellant to the present case namely Asitha Godabedda alias Chooti alias Chutta was 

Indicted before the High Court of Panadura for committing the murder of one Kondage Saumya 

Priyadarshani with others unknown to the prosecution on 23rd March 2001 at Gorakapola, an offence 

punishable under section 296 read with section 32 of the Penal Code. 

The accused-appellant elected to be tried before the High Court Judge without a jury and was convicted 

after trial and sentenced to death by the Learned High Court Judge. Being dissatisfied with the above 

conviction and sentence the accused-appellant had preferred this appeal. 

The case against the accused-appellant entirely depends on 4 dying depositions made by the deceased. 

Before analyzing the said dying depositions, I will now turn to the other evidence relied upon by the 

prosecution which explains the circumstances under which this incident had occurred. 

The deceased was a woman of 24 years of age married to one J agath Kumara. The accused-appellant 

was a close associate of the husband of the deceased and a frequent visitor to the house of the deceased. 

It was revealed during the trial that the deceased was having an extra-marital affair with the accused

appellant and was pregnant for 6-7 months, most probably from the accused-appellant, but the 

relationship of the deceased and her husband was not disturbed due to this relationship. 

It was further revealed during the trial that the said cordial relationship between the deceased and the 

accused-appellant was disturbed since the accused-appellant had agreed to get married to another girl on 

the request of his parents. 
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Based on the above material the prosecution took up the position that the accused-appellant had a strong 

reason to kill the deceased, since she had become a problem to him by this time. As against the said 

position the defence argued that the deceased committed suicide in front of the house of the intended 

wife of the accused-appellant, in order to embarrass the accused-appellant. 

I will now turn to the dying depositions and the other evidence relied by the prosecution at the High 

Court Trial. 

Deceased Saumya Priyadarshani who had died of "carbonic phosphate poisoning" had made 4 

statements prior to her death to the following witness, 

1. Madhana Kondage Bandusena Fernando (father) 

2. Madhana Kondage Shyama Dilrukshi Fernando (sister) 

3. Muthuthanthrige Chanaka Thusan Cooray 

4. PC 30115 H.R. Karunadasa. 

According to the evidence of Muthuthanthrige Chan aka Thusan Cooray, he was only 13 years at the 

time the incident occurred. He was staying in Kuruppu Mawatha, Panadura two doors away from the 

house of one Ramesha who was to marry the accused-appellant. On the day in question around 1.30 pm 

he returned home from school and was having his lunch with his father and mother. At that time he 

heard their neighbor one Dayawathy shouting saying "look at this Piyumali" 

Witness along with his father and mother (Piyumali) went out to see what it was and at that time he saw 

a woman lying at the door step of Dayawathy, she was vomiting at that time. 

At that time he heard the woman saying "~@lCJ <g)6),5) G6lC») qat:)) qC3GJ)@l(3)" the witness knew who 

Asitha was and, he saw Asitha's lorry parked near Rumesha's house at that time. Since they didn't know 

who this woman was, steps were taken to inform the police. When the police came, they took the 

woman to the hospital. 

When the woman lying in front of the house of Dayawathy the witness had seen Asitha leaving the area 

with two others in his lorry. 

The witness could remember meeting the father of the deceased, who came to his area and requested 

him to look for the bottle contained poison, saying that it will help the doctors to treat the patient. 

Witness recovered the bottle from a shrub jungle few feet away from the place where the deceased was 

lying and later handed over the same to the sister of the deceased. According to this witness the only 
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statement made by the deceased at that time was that, the father of the unborn child is Asitha and he 

could not remember any other statement made by her at that time. 

The next evidence relied by the prosecution to establish the dying deposition made by the deceased was 

the evidence of witness Madhana Kondage Bandusena Fernando, the father of the deceased. 

According to his evidence at the High Court Trial, the deceased daughter was living with her husband at 

his place during this period. On the day in question he had returned home late in the night after attending 

to a house wiring in one of his friend's house. 

When he returned home around 10.00 pm in the night, his younger daughter had informed him that 

"6 0., ®l.S) ~a amRJ!3) (6)m~ (3)0) 0)6 8u.5) ~a" (page 42 ofthe brief) 

He immediately went to the hospital but he was not permitted to go inside the hospital. 

The following morning when he went to see his daughter, he questioned the daughter as to what has 

happened to her and at that time she replied saying; 

"~ 0))05605 ®® gUGJO o~@a(3)GJcl ~!3) 0)§.5)). 0 ~~~ 6~,d;.5) ®O CJ,d;.5) BlGJ!3) ~a) a!3).5) 

026zag®)aO)o ~~~ 6~,d;.5) C),d;.5) BlGJ!3) gUGJ) Bl50) BlGJ!3). CJGJ) 026zag ®)aO)o GJ.5)OO 

6~o)O Qjel@ C)O)Bl,d; 6~6~6.5)cl C)t:))0) qzo05 ~!3m050»)66GJ,d; Qjel~ CJO) qZ~!30 

q66(3).5) Qjel~ CJ6cl ~)6(3).5) ®O am 605a) Bl5a)." 

Witness had identified the accused-appellant as the person referred to as chooti by the deceased in the 

dying deposition. 

According to the witness when the deceased made the said statement, his two daughters, the son and the 

wife too were present near the bed. 

Since the doctor who attended to the patient wanted him to find the poison given to her, in order to treat 

the patient he inquired from the deceased as to what happened to the bottle, and she replied saying, 

"0))05605 tlo (0)a!3) ao 02aOGJ O)z~1'ao ;:)80)13)" On this information, he visited Kuruppu 

Mawatha and with the help of a boy from that area he managed to recover the bottle and handed over the 

same to the hospital 

The deceased had made the 3rd dying deposition to her sister Madhana Kondage Shyama Dilrukshi 

Fernando. According to her evidence at the High Court Trial, until the accused-appellant had informed 

her husband around 8.10 pm on 23rd March none of her family members knew about the incident took 
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place in the afternoon. Immediately thereafter her mother had gone to the hospital with her husband and 

when her father returned home she informed this to her father. 

When she went to the hospital in the morning, she was not permitted to go inside the hospital. In the 

morning hours she went to Kuruppu Mawatha area in search of the bottle which contained the poison, 

and with the help of a small boy the said bottle was recovered and later handed over to her father. 

During the lunch time around 12.30 she went inside the hospital, when she went up to her sister she told 

her "qt:i5@t:i5 @() @O~@~ ~lt!))l t5)5()). O() OO@O ~ qt:i5@t:i5 @)() @~0(3)~~ t55()) oCJ() @) 

CJ@g()) &len() @@)t:5)c:; g@~ t5)(.)@) oCJ() 0(,)) t5)5()) @() g() ()t!)) @o5()) t5)(.)@)" 

The next witness relied upon by the prosecution was one Hewa Ranmuthugoda Karunadasa a police 

officer attached to the Hospital Police Post of Panadura Hospital. 

On 24th he recorded a statement of Madhana Kondage Saumya Priyadarshani who was taking treatment 

for poisoning at the hospital. This statement was recorded around 3.00 pm she could speak well at that 

time. Mter obtaining permission he recorded the statement and in the said statement she referred to the 

incident as follows, "@@ 020109 @)()@05 q)C)) O~O() O~O)() Q)CJ<S Ot:.i)t:i5 q)()). Q)eJ~ 

O()(.) ~l()zo5~()) @)() at:.i)t.:}l@O() t:.i)C) e@C3~ @c:;~~) Q)eJ<SOt:.i)() qlC:;@) C:;)(3)05@0). @O)C)C) 

!;0t:i5 c3)rn~ q80) ®O ot!))O()<s qa,~ ~~@l)() (3)lg()) a()() q80) @o)C) 0200(.)t:.i) ~C)(.) 

ql0(.)) @@ t!))!;~di@~ ~la, @c:;~~) @@05 qo5 @C:;t:.i) q<s@) (3)050)) qaO) @@05 t:.i)() (§Ot:.i)) 

a@ 0200@cJ a,@~ ()~O ()@05 @G t:.i)()() ()It:i5@t:.i)OZ()) a()() @() ()t.:} (3)~t:i5 C:;l~~ qO)O 

@() GG20z ~~t:i5 (0)0 @og~) 0200(,) al() qS~() CJ8 t:.i)@J. @() ()t.:} Ot:.i) @og~J.. ..... " 

As this court observed, previously, these four items of evidence was the only evidence available against 

the accused-appellant in this case. As admitted by both parties, the question of admissibility of these 

items of evidence was never challenged at any stage of this case, but what was challenged was the 

truthfulness of the statement, the truthfulness of the witnesses who testified with regard to the dying 

deposition and the contradictory nature of the said dying depositions. 

Section 32 (1) of the evidence Ordinance Provides for, a statement written or verbal to be considered as 

relevant, 

"When the statement is made by a person as to the cause of his death, or as to any of the 

circumstances of the transaction which resulted in his death, in cases in which the cause of 

that person's death comes in to question" 
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When considering the 4 dying depositions which I have already discussed, there is no question of the 

admissibility of the 2nd
, 3rd and 4th statements under section 32 (1) of the Evidence Ordinance. 

The first statement I have referred to above does not speak as to the cause of her death but it appears that 

the said statement become admissible under the second limb, i.e. "as to any of the circumstances of the 

transaction which resulted her death" since it was alleged by the prosecution that the accused-appellant 

was ashamed of his previous relationship with the deceased since he was getting ready to marry his new 

girlfriend. 

During the arguments before this court, the Learned Counsel for the accused-appellant, did not 

challenged the 1st dying deposition referred to by witness Thushan Cooray, but made use of the said 

dying deposition to show the inconsistency of the dying depositions made by the deceased. 

In the first dying deposition witness heard the deceased saying that Asitha is responsible for her 

pregnancy but when the deceased's statement was recorded by PC Karunadasa, the deceased had taken 

up the position that the unborn child belongs to her husband Jagath and the counsel argued that it is 

unsafe to act on dying depositions which are contradictory to each other. 

When witness Bandusena Fernando was under cross examination, several contradictions were marked 

with regard to the making of the said dying deposition. 

As pointed out earlier, when witness Bandusena visited the hospital in the morning, the deceased made 

the said statement to him. However under cross examination, following contradictions were marked with 

his police statement, inquest proceedings and the non- summary proceedings, 

Page 71; 

g: O)®) @®@rn® 6)ClE»)G @O)@8Clv 2001.03.24 @E)B> G~ O)®) 6)Cl~) t53@Cl.5lE») 

"24 @E)B>~) C@~ @) @6jrn~o oz@B>w) c)eJO @G@E)B> ~E) 8~ .5llt53E)8o.5lE») @) 

~ga)" 

G: C)@rn® 6)Cl@o ~lrnl @rn)~O @) c)Of.:.)) f.:.))())f.:.))~) @l@6®o.> @@)@rn)O) GOE») f.:.))())f.:.))6 

f.:.))6 ~O@Cl: 

"()eJO @G@E)B> ~E) 8~ ~lt53E)8o~E») @) ~gE»)" Cl~ @f.:.)))OO eJ- 1 E)rn@Cl~ ~q~ 

f.:.))6 ~GBo05 f.:.))O@. 
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Page 73; 

g: g®)~C3t:i)O ogu oC)03C)~ ~~ ®6®9 oa~®9@dG a~® 2001.03.30 @C)&'G~ O)~~ 

@®@~® ti)OU)~? "o~C)Q G@G 6.000 ~C) @~~~ @6i~~0 ®® c3)C3) 0 @C)~)@O 

a(3)O 863C3 ~Z~l t:i)O)t:i)@@ ~l~l a@~® ti)oc))~? 

G: 863C3 63§@<53 ~l~Z ti)C3~) ®® Blo@o ~z~z ~C) ®Z@6®9 @®)@~)O) ~clC))® @~)~O 

®@(3) ~C) t:i)())t:i)~). 

"o~O~) G@G 6.000 ~C) @~~~ @6i ~~O ®® c3)C3) 0 @C)~)@O a(3)O 863C3 

~l~Z t:i)())t:i)@@ ~l~z" a® €it:i))OCj 0-2 C)rn@C3~ ~q~ t:i)6 ~'Goo03 t:i)6~c)). 

Page 73-74; 

g: 0)~<53 a® ®@mgJ03 GCj)O@c3~ @®@~® ti)oc))~? a~) C@G O)~~6 6.300 c3)C3) ®® 

~lcl@cl ~e 863C3~l63C) ~~~C)) (0)66. a@~® ti)oc))~? 

"uq G@G O)~~6 6.300 m(3) ®® ~lci@cl ~C) 863C3~z63C) ~~~C)) (0)66." a® 

@t:i))OCj 0-3 C)rn@C3~ ~q~ t:i)6 @'Goo03 t:i)6~c)). 

With regard to the recovery of the bottle contained poison the following contradiction was marked 

during the cross examination 

Page 81; 

Cd: 

C: 

O)®~ @®@~® ti)oC)J~? ®6®9 Oa~OO@c3~ ~~~ t:i)Oc030)6@c3 "~C) O®0C3~ 

@®)@~)@05 ®O BloC)) C)~ ~g qo5C3 t:i)z6C30 C)at:i)~) ti)C3~)" 

C)~ @O)Clg qd8C3 ti)w~ ti)o@o ®® ~lC)O)03 ti)C3~@~ C)~ Q)oC)~, @ooC)~ 

ti)C3~) ®® ~~@~ ~l~Z. ®® ti)o@o ®@(3) ~C) ®l@6®0 @C)~)@C) ti)oc) oC). 

"~(:) O®9C3~ @®)@~)€03 ®O ti)5()) ()~ ~g q08C3 t:i)z6C30 C)at:i)~) ti)C3~)" a® 

@t:i))OCj 0-7 C)rn@C3~ ~q~ t:i)6 @'Goo03 t:i)6~c)). 
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Whilst drawing attention to the said contradictions the Learned Counsel for the accused-appellant 

submitted that the Learned Trial Judge had misdirected herself when she rejected to consider the said 

contradictions as they were not going to the root of the case. 

During the cross examination of witness Shyama Dilrukshi Fernando, it was transpired that she had 

failed to refer to the fact that her sister made a dying deposition to her in her statement to the police. 

According to this witness, she spoke to her sister around 12.30 pm on 24th and thereafter went to the 

police station to make a statement. When she first went to the police station with her father, their 

statements were not recorded by the police but, after meeting the ASP, the statements were recorded. 

She further submitted that whilst making the statement, she was informed of the death of his sister by 

her brother. 

However when she was questioned with regard to the dying deposition, the position taken up by the 

witness was recorded as follows, 

Page 128; 

This witness was further cross examined with regard to the relationship between the accused-appellant 

and the deceased, and the position taken up by the witness was that until she got to know of some 

relationship between the two from her father, she was not aware of any relationship of this nature. 
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This position was put to her under cross examination as follows, 

Page 128; 

g: Ol®d) 6300) Ol®d) ~l.!5)(5)d€Jd od63t::))Ol€J(5)a 0l®d)€J(3) .!5)oc33€J(5)a q.6kj@ 

CJ@~d)cx.:;d (3)l.!5) CJ)od) ~d)a)o qlod C)(5)l.!5) 0l®d)€J(3) ocno 6300), ocn qlod 

o;®d)o 6300)0 oO€Jo 63G.J(S) 

g: o0563t::))Ola, 0l®d)€J(3) .!5)oc33a U(5)€J(5) CC;)~ gOl®G.J) O.!5) O(5)Qa udt::)) ut::)) €J(5)~0 

&oG.J~? 

"q80l 63cs.!5) q(j ®€J(3) .!5)omo CJm UG.J)€J(5) OO)~ gOl®G.J) CJ®6:l ut::)) €J(5)~0 

6odg€Jd)" 

u® qH:s:))O€JG.Jd) ®O@l) oa~®oJ€JG.J~ CJOmd) a 63€J~.!5) @l0d) UG.J 00000 o€JojeJO))oG.Jd 

€J(SCJ CJ(Sq~ 63a®o <wa €J~~. 

However it is observed by this court that the Learned Trial Judge after analyzing the said omission and 

contradiction with the rest of her evidence, decided to accept her evidence as reliable evidence, even 

though at page 395 of the brief she had observed that the said omission goes to the root of the case. 

A statement by persons who cannot be called as witnesses are capable of being received as evidence 

under section 32 of the Evidence Ordinance and 32-1 as I have discussed earlier in this judgment is one 

such situation under which a statement could be admissible. 
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The basis under which this provision is embodied to the English Law was discussed in the Case of 

Wood lock (1789) 1 leach 500 per Eyre C.B as; 'The principle on which this species of evidence is 

admitted is that they are declarations made in extremity, when the party is at the point of death, and 

when every hope of this world is gone; when every motive to falsehood is silenced, and the mind is 

induced by the most powerful considerations to speak the truth; a situation so solemn and so awful is 

considered by law as creating an obligation equal to that which is imposed by a positive oath 

administered in a Court of Justice' . 

However it is observed that our courts when dealing with dying depositions were careful in accepting 

those statements considering the circumstances under which the statements were made. 

In the case of ]ustinpala V. The Queen (1964) 66 NLR 409 T.S Fernando J observed that "whilst the 

necessity of a direction in regard to corroboration of a dying declaration or deposition must depend on 

the particular circumstances of each case, we think, the jury's attention should ordinarily be drawn to the 

fact that the declaration or deposition, as the case may be, has not been tested in the usual mode 

available to a party affected by it viz. by cross examination." 

In the case of Somasundaram and two others V. The Queen (1971) 76 NLR 10, Court of Criminal 

Appeal observed that, "when evidence is given under section 32 (1) of the Evidence Ordinance of 

statements made by a person as to the cause of his death or as to any of the circumstances of the 

transaction which resulted in his death, it is the duty of the trial judge to administer the jury the 

necessary caution in regard to how they should approach the consideration of statements made by a 

deceased person. 

In the said case Samerawickrama J observed, "A presiding Judge should caution the jury as to the risk of 

acting upon the statement of a person who is not a witness at the trial and as to the need to consider with 

special care the question whether the statement could be accepted as true and accurate." 

When considering the above decisions by our courts, it is clear that, our courts were mindful of the fact 

that the declaration or the deposition as the case may be is not tested as accurate, in the absence of its 

maker was not before court for cross examination and therefore the trial judge should be mindful of this 

fact when acting upon such dying declarations or deposition as the case may be. 

As observed in the present case, the only evidence against the accused-appellant was the dying 

depositions made by the deceased. Therefore it is our view that the Learned Trial Judge should have 

been mindful of this aspect when considering the admissibility of each deposition before trial court. 

I 
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In this regard the Learned President's Counsel for the accused-appellant raised two issues before this 

court. Firstly he raised, whether it is safe to conclude that the witnesses speaking the truth when 

referring to the dying depositions and secondly, he questioned whether it is safe to conclude that the 

deceased was speaking the truth when making such statement. 

With regard to the evidence of Bandusena Fernando, contradictions marked as 0- 1 to 0-3 referred to 

the time the so called statement was made by the deceased. Even though a contradiction marked before 

trial court is not evidence before court, what is important is whether in fact, the deceased made such 

statement in the morning when he visited the deceased, since she was unconscious at that time, 

according to his police statement. Evidence at the inquest proceedings and Non Summary Proceedings. 

Contradiction marked CJ- 7 referred to the throwing of the bottle contained poison by the deceased 

herself after consuming poison. The defence version of the present case is that, the deceased committed 

suicide in front of the house of the accused-appellant's girlfriend. In the light of the said defence, the 

contradiction referred to above appear to be a contradiction which goes to the root of the case. 

During the evidence of witness Dilrukshi Fernando, an omission was marked to the effect that she had 

not informed the police with regard to making of the dying deposition to her by the deceased. The 

Learned Trial Judge had considered the above omission as one goes to the root of the case, but 

considering the rest of the evidence given by her decided to accept her evidence as reliable evidence. 

However it is observed by this court that the Learned Trial Judge had not considered the said 

contradictions marked 0- 1 to 0- 3 and 0- 7 as serious contradictions which goes to the root of the case 

and given due consideration to the omission marked during the evidence of Dilrukshi Fernando. 

As observed by me earlier in this order the dying depositions made to Thushan Cooray and PC 

Karunadasa there is contradictions inter say, with regard to the person who is responsible for her 

pregnancy. 

However during the argument before us the Learned Additional Solicitor General argued that the 

statement of the deceased should not be rejected due to this contradiction alone, since she may have said 

a falsehood to police to clear the name of her family life. 

The next important item of evidence both the prosecution as well as the accused-appellant relied upon is 

the medical evidence in this case. The post mortem into the death of Madhana Kondage Saumya 

Priyadarshani was conducted by Retd. Judicial Medical Officer, Dr. Lakshman Salgado. 
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According to the evidence of Dr. Salgado, he had observed 5 injuries on the body of the deceased and he 

had identified them as follows, 

Injury No.1 small abrasion below the left eye 

Injury No.2 contusion 1/2 x 1/3 inside the lower lip 

Injury No.3 3 internal hemorrhages between the soft tissues inside the mouth which were marked as 
3a, 3b and 3c 

Injury No.4 contusion closer to the left shoulder 

Injury No.5 1/4 x 1/8 discolored area on the back of the chest 

However during the evidence Dr. Salgado has excluded the 5th injury, since it was only a discolored area 

on the skin. With regard to the 3 internal hemorrhages marked as 3 'a', 'b' and 'c' the Judicial Medical 

Officer took up the position that those three injuries could only have happened within 24 hours to the 

death when considering the nature of those injuries. 

Even though the Learned Additional Solicitor General argued that the said position taken by the Judicial 

Medical Officer is un-acceptable when considering it with the other evidence, but the court observes that 

the Judicial Medical Officer had given reasons for his findings on those injuries. Therefore the attempt 

made by the prosecution to establish that the injuries marked 3a, 3b and 3c were caused when the 

accused forced the bottle in to the mouth of the deceased was not successful with the said explanation of 

the Judicial Medical Officer. 

It was further transpired during the argument that a witness whose name appeared in the indictment, but 

not called by the prosecution, was called by the defence during the defence case. It is well settled law 

that the prosecutor has a wide discretion to decide the witness on whom the prosecution is relied upon 

during the trial but, whether the witness is called by the prosecution or defence, the court has a duty to 

consider the said evidence giving the same importance to the evidence given by the said witness. 

During his evidence witness Asiri Jayalal eooray had referred to a previous incident as follows, 

(Page 308) 

G: q@c5»)@) qcit5)) BlGJc5) oci@t'Slc5») m£)@@) @l~O (3)z~ @t'Sl@~d 0lO@) ®~c5)O) BlGJ@). 

®®05 mw) o@O)~O @@~~. 00 ®c5C56 @o@05 W(.j (3)z~ oci@t'Slc5») t'Slz(3)~@) 

m£)~ O)@(.jc5)O) 
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This fact clearly reveals the relationship remained between the deceased and the accused-appellant 

during this period as against the relationship the deceased had with the accused-appellant previously. In 

her evidence witness Diirukshi Fernando referred to the relationship between the 3, i.e. deceased, her 

husband and the accused-appellant as they were friendly as birds, but it is further revealed from the 

evidence of Asiri Jayalal Cooray that this is not the very first day the deceased had visited this area but 

had previously come and shouted at somebody. 

The Learned Counsel for the accused-appellant further submitted that the circumstantial evidence which 

is infavour of the accused-appellant or in other words which points to the fact that the deceased having 

committed suicide, had not been considered by the trial judge in her judgment. 

In the case of Wijerathne V. The Republic 78 NLR 49 the Supreme Court concluded that, "When an 

accused facing a capital charge it is essential that every point infavour of the accused though it may 

seem trivial, should be placed before the jury. It may well be that all such matters, if so placed before the 

jury may create a reasonable doubt, the benefit of which the accused is entitled to when the 

circumstances against the accused are emphasized and the trial judge express his opinion as to the 

adverse inference that could be drawn from the circumstances, and fails to place the circumstances and 

the inferences in favour of the accused before the jury, the accused is deprived of the substance of a fair 

trial." 

During the evidence of Thushan Cooray who was only a 13 years old school boy at that time, it was 

revealed that he recovered the bottle contained poison few feet away from the door step where deceased 

was lying at that time. However according to the dying deposition made to PC Karunadasa, after forcing 

poison to the deceased, the bottle was thrown away and the deceased too was pushed out by the accused

appellant. According to the deceased this happened at Kuruppu Mawatha. Mter sending the three

wheeler away the accused-appellant had gone towards the house of Ramesha and the deceased too had 

followed him up to Dayawathy's house, where she had fallen. If this version is considered as correct, the 

bottle which was thrown away could not be recovered so close to the place where the deceased was 
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fallen unless the deceased herself had thrown it away after consuming poison at the doorstep of 

Dayawathy. 

In this regard I observe that the contradiction marked as CJ- 7 in witness Bandusena Fernando's evidence 

to the effect "~O O$9CJ~ €l®)€lC5))€l05 ®o ~O ()CS)~g 0200CJ O)l@CJO c;80)@) BCJ@)" has 

same importance in this case and therefore I am of the view that the Learned Trial Judge had misdirected 

herself by refusing to consider the said contradiction by concluding that it does not go to the root of the 

case. 

As against the above position the Learned Additional Solicitor General submitted that there was no 

reason for the deceased to commit Suicide, since she was happily getting ready for her confinement 

during this time. However in this regard I am reminded of the evidence given by witness Asiri Jayalal 

Cooray regarding the conduct of the deceased few days prior to the incident. 

When considering the material discussed above, I am of the view that the Learned Trial Judge had 

misdirected herself when she failed to give due consideration to the important contradictions and 

omissions marked during the trial and also by failing to give due consideration to the items of 

circumstantial evidence which are in favour of the accused. 

In the said circumstances we decide to set aside the conviction and sentences imposed on the accused

appellant by the Learned High Court Judge of Panadura on 12.05.2010 and acquit and discharge the 

accused-appellant. 

Appeal allowed. 

PRESIDENT OF THE COURT OF APPEAL 

H.C.J. Madawala J 

I agree, 

JUDGE OF THE COURT OF APPEAL 


